
 

 

AYSO Meeting Notes 
Meeting Held on 8/7/23  

 
Location: Meeting Via Zoom at 5:30 

Members Present: Hannah G., Melissa K., Amber G., Jason M., Molly C. Lindsay S., Donny T. 
Jillian T., Laura S., Dani O. 

Laura S. contacted Nichole from Rec. center regarding Williamsburg scheduling. Dani 
recommended blocking off fields that are in use on AYSO website schedule. 

Jason read notes from Tim; He talked about class participation this weekend with training.  
Select Team has about 25 interested. Tim will do an additional 10U and possibly a 6U class. 
Email will be sent with more details. 

Referees needed for 14U. Need to figure out if Williamsburg can host 14U and if not, will need 
to be in Tiffin depending on referee availability.  

Discussion over the way AYSO divides kids by birth year and not by grade. Questioned if AYSO 
has rules against this or can we be flexible in certain cases. Jason will contact Tim about rules. 
Concern is if this will create more conflict if exceptions are made. Dani said if exceptions were 
made, player would need to be manually moved in the system. 

Amber said looking at 14U and 16U, Amana has 5 kids with a coach but not enough to have a 
team. Tiffin has 2 teams that have around 18 but no coach.  If no coaches, players would have 
to move to different location. Jason will sent email to parents in Tiffin explaining need for 
coaches. 

Jillian went over spreadsheets regarding players and coaching assignments. There is one 19U 
player that has paid but fund aren’t able to be refunded. Can make appeal to AYSO. 

Next meeting scheduled for September 5th at 5:30. 

 

Action Items:  

1. Jason will contact Tim regarding birth year vs. grade year grouping 
2. Jason will send out email to Tiffin parents stating need for coach 

 


